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C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Judy McMillin Is Selected
As Outstanding Senior Woman
AAUW AWARDS PRESENTED
TO PAT PAGEL, PAM MOREY
Judy McMillin was named Outstanding Senior Woman at the
AVVS Banquet last night. Incoming AWS president Marielle Tsukamoto made the award, which climaxed the events of the evening.
Judy, a senior speech major from Glendale, accepted the highest
award given to a graduating woman from the College of the Pa
cific.
PAT PAGEL

Pat Pagel, a senior elementary
education major from Turlock, is
a member of Alpha Theta Tau.
Presently the president of Alpha
Thete, Pat holds the distinction
of being national president of
Spurs. Besides being president of
the COP chapter of Spurs in her
sophomore year, Pat is also- a
member of Knolens this year.

An honor student, Judy has
been active in school activities
since her freshman year when
she participated in the rally com
mittee, AWS, and the WUS Drive.
At the end of her freshman year,
she was chosen to become a mem
ber of Spurs, the sophomore hon
orary society. In her sophomore
year, Judy was publicity manager
of AWS and served on Senate as
Drives Commissioner. WRA was
another organization which used
her services as an officer.
On becoming a junior, Judy
spent another year on the Senate
as PSA secretary and was a mem
ber of the executive committee.
She also served as 2nd vice-pres
ident of AWS and organized the
first Women's Day-
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Pacific Prepares
For Mardi Gras
Week Activities

By MARTHA METZLER

Presidential candidates Dick Bateson (left) and Jack Willoughby
Mardi Gras, 1958, COP's annual
fiesta, is just around the corner. (right) shake hands before starting their official campaigning to
A busy week of activities, plan morrow.
ned by chairman Mary Van Konynenburg, will climax Saturday
evening, May 10, with the gigan
tic Mardi Gras Carnival and Ball
at the Stockton Civic Memorial
Auditorium.
QUEEN CANDIDATES

Seven Mardi Gras queen candi
dates, representing every women's
living group, were selected at a
dessert Tuesday in Anderson So
cial Hall. Finalists for queen are
Frances Easterbrook, Epsilon;
Thais Kishi, Manor Hall; Martha
Browning, South Hall; Teddy McBee, West Hall; Joan Forst, Zeta
Phi; Janet Barron, Alpha Thete;
and Elvera Steiner, Tau Kappa.
John Felix, chairman of the queen
contest, announces the candidates
will be making numerous radio
and television appearances in the
next week.

Pat has participated in many
Pacific musical events and has
been songleader for four years.
She is listed in "Who's Who in
American Colleges and Univers
ities." After graduation, P a t
plans to marry Pacific graduate
Paul Williams and to teach ele UGLY MEN
mentary school next year.
In addition to the seven beau
ties, seven "beasts" are competing
PAM MOREY
Pam Morey, also a senior ele for Ugly Man honors. Women's
mentary education major, hails living groups have chosen appro
from Sherman Oaks in Southern priate males to vie for the honors.
California. Presently, Pam is sec Ugly Man candidates are Mich
retary of the PSA and a member Yamamoto, representing Manor
of the executive committee. She Hall; Ola Murchison, South Hall;
Bob Hicks, West Hall; Javier Are
is also a member of Knolens. A
na, Epsilon; Noel Manoukian, Al
member of Alpha Theta Tau,
pha Thete; Harold Robinson, Tau
Pam was secretary of the junior
Kappa; and Ed Christenson, Zeta
class and a member of the sopho
Phi. Chairman of this contest is
more class council. In 1956, she
Carol Jacobsen.
was chosen Sophomore Doll;' and,
At the rally Wednesday even
in 1957, she was Mardi Gras ing, all candidates for queen and
Queen.
Ugly Man will be introduced, in
addition to PSA officer candi
dates.

AWS PREXY
Knolens, Spurs Tap
This year, Judy served as AWS
President, co-ordinating the com Members At Banquet
plex AWS program and serving
One of the highlights of last
°n Senate. A member of Knolens, night's AWS banquet was the
•he senior women's honorary so- tapping of Spurs and Knolens for
^ety, Judy is also listed in the 1958-59 school year.
Who's Who in American Col
Spurs, national honorary soph
leges and Universities."
omore women's society, selected
A member of Zeta Phi, Judy 15 girls on the basis of their schol
Plans to go into some phase of arship, character, and service to
social service work when she the school. The new Spurs are
graduates.
Sue Bardin, Sally Lemos, A. J.
Recipients of the American As Snooks, Rosemary Ames, Dian
sociation of University Women Midkiff, Carolyn Nordwik, Susan
awards were Pat Pagel and Pam Spicer, Nilsine Nilsson, Nancy
- Iorey. Dean Davis made these Thoyre, Edna Ferguson, Marian
"lVards preceding the announce Duncan, Judith Weisenbach, Dor
ment of the outstanding senior othy Watt, Sheila Thompson, and
w°man.
Sarah OlsonKnolens, senior women's honor
ary society, presented nine girls
Settlle Bills Before Exams,
with their traditional longBus iness Office Requests
stemmed red rose. Those selected
Rose Purcell, Margaret
Tlle Business Office requests were
t,
at all students having unpaid Cake, Gail Garaventa, Jean Pe^counts with the school clear reira, Joan Forst, Marielle TsukaNancy Robinson, Carol
e'r accounts prior to final ex moto,
Chappell and Marty Metzler.
Nations.

SPORTSDAY, BARBEQUE,
RALLY

An intramural sportsday i s
planned for Friday starting at 3
p.m.; the program includes mixed
races and recreational swimming.
Following the swimming, the en
tire campus will enjoy a delicious
barbecue.
The Greek Theatre is the set
ting for the 7 o'clock coronation
rally, at which time the "beauty"
and the "beast" will be an
nounced.
CARNIVAL AND BALL

Climaxing the week's events
will be the grand Mardi Gras
Carnival and Ball to be staged in
the Stockton Civic Memorial
Auditorium from 9 til 1Saturday
evening. Music will be furnished
by Jerry Gray and his band.
___
REMEMBER
MARDI GRAS EVENTS
THIS WEEK!

i

P Bill •

Don Landeck (left) and Calvin Maas (right), vice-presidential
hopefuls, face the upcoming week-long race with smiles.

WILLOUGHBY. BATESON UIE
FOR PRESIDENTIAL POST
Candidates Seek To Fill Nine Positions
In Race For Student Government Offices
On May 8 and 9, College of the Pacific students venture into
politics and make their choice of Pacific Student Association officers
for the coming year. During these two days, officers will be chosen
for the offices of president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer,
social chairman, commissioner of rallies and assemblies, and representatives-at-large for the sophomore, Junior, and senior classes.
The president of the PSA is ex-''
COP voters will be able to ob
pected to be the official represen
tative of the Association, as well serve closely the candidates for
as preside at all meetings of the office at the election assembly,
Senate and Executive Committee. which is scheduled for Wednes
He also is responsible for the day, May 7, at 7 p.m. in the Greek
highest interest of the college and Theater.
the Association.
The candidates who are elected
Next, the vice-president not only will serve and represent the col
assumes the responsibilities of the lege throughout the next school
president in case of absence or year; therefore, voters should at
illness, but also is the official tempt to study carefully the quali
host of the Association. He is in fications of each candidate before
charge of freshman orientation. voting.
The secretary and treasurer re
Aspiring to the presidential
spectively are commissioned to seat are Jack Willoughby and
keep accurate minutes of the As Dick Bateson.
sociation and to supervise the col
Jack Willoughby, who was born
lection of funds for the associa in Berkeley, is 22 years old and
tion.
an international relations major
The social chairman organizes
at COP. Jack's home, however, is
all social functions of the Associa in Dhahran, Saudia Arabia, where
tion; and the rally commissioner
his father is with the Arabianis responsible for all rallies and
American Oil Company. For two
assemblies.
years Jack went to high school in
Representatives-at-large repre
Rome, Italy, where his father
sent their respective classes in the
was stationed. After a freshman
Association and promote coopera semester at the University of
tion and unity throughout t h e
(Continued on page 2)
school.

J
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California, Jack traveled for two
years, including two t r i p s to
Europe.
In 1953, Jack enrolled as a high
freshman at COP and since then
s;udtnt
under the Act of Morch 3, 1879
Office, Stockton, CoJifornio
has become active in Alpha Kap
Editor
pa Phi, where he is a member of
Business Manager
—
—Joan Ulrich
Assistant Business Manager
.....Bill McGregor the Upper House Council. Jack
Managing Editor
"*"
"**
~
Dave Wohlgemuth
served this year as Rally Com
ty Editors
—
I-inda McKinnon
—Jan Gaston, Joan Bender missioner. On the Senate, he has
Sports Editor
Circulation
^.vuiaiiu,, Editor
jc-uiior ....
—
Dick Bateson
Columnists
' •
—ril'Z^Z—--—-—
Loris Bringelson been active in revising the PSA
rsi' Geor«e Fasel, Bill Embry, Tom Cloud
Faculty Adviser
Constitution.
Reporters
ltoi Porterfii«"'iSS^i~S~
ii.,;-— - ;
Dr. Osborne
Carole Gold) Pat stead Martha Mrtiw/' K°X"Marian Duncan,
A member of Blue Key, Jack
McGuire, Caroline Jamieson Elsa Madaeii SwhJ" ci H11*' Xul white. •!«»>
Scrivener, Barbara Sta
Tom al
wJ iFIa"ve1- Jit? Holway. Sue w a s i n c h a r g e o f b r i n g i n g t h e
s«ul<-,
Dave Towell, Ola Murchison Pan Wnfi ,
Bob Nielebeek,
"Gateway Singers" to COP. Also
Davis, Sal Cortes, Mauri« "'ones. Mary" Ann' Drysdale.' ''1' *** B""' °aVe
'a member of Phi Kappa Delta,
the presidential candidate partici
pated in the Linfield, Oregon, and
Tempe, Arizona, debate competi
tions. Active in politics, Jack is a
member of the Young Republic
Excuses, Please?
ans. Participation i n Anderson
At tiist glance, we can pat ourselves resoundingly on "Y," he was chairman of the
the hack. While other schools bemoan the lack of interest Campbell Conference, and in
in and small percent of the students voting in student body charge of the WUS Sacrifice Din
Once we get over the bump, it will be easy going.
ner.
elections, we can proudly state that we bad approximately
Dick Bateson, a 21-year-old Second In Honor Code Series
an 80% turn-out for last year's election.
North Hall resident, hails from
Sure, we can be proud. But tbat was last year, and what Wilmington, Delaware, where he
about the non-voting 20%? Can we show tbat we are really has had experience with estimat
By AL SCHMIDT
concerned by repeating or bettering that percentage this i n g a n d a d m i n i s t r a t i o n i n h i s
father's construction corporation
year?
An honor code is a group of unwritten laws instilled within us
that, coincidentally enough, spe
childhood. It is, in general, a respect for other people's
Who are these people that don't vote ? First, there are cializes in the building of schools. since
interests.
those who, when cornered, embarrassedly say, "Well, I was He is widely travelled, having This code is strong in most off
just too busy." Their excuse can be quickly squelched by been in 44 states and nine foreign us; but, unfortunately, in some
checked, they will continue and
reminding them that the PSA has provided voting booths countries.
others it is weak. It is this minor multiply.
If
infractions are
at the center of the campus—at each end of the Ad Building Dick has been a Sunday School ity that causes society to create a checked by constant surveillance
by the instructors, the adminis
and in front ot the dining hall—and has set aside not one day, instructor and is vice-president of police system.
the J u n i o r Sportswriters a n d
I believe that we at the College
but two, in which they have a chance to tear themselves hway Broadcasters Association of Dela of the Pacific are above a police tration, and others, this is not an
honor system, but a police system.
from their busy" schedules for a few minutes to vote.
ware.
system, but we are not quite The checking must be done by the
Then, there are those who indignantly state that they At COP, he is a member of ready for a perfect honor system. students themselves. This check
couldn't conscientiously vote for candidates or on issues Blue Key, CSTA, North Hall I do not believe that the situation ing consists of taking collective
about which they knew nothing. These "gods of righteous House Council, has been active in here is alarming, but certainly it a c t i o n a g a i n s t i n d i v i d u a l s w h o
Anderson "Y," and was an officer can be improved.
are not respecting the interests or
ness" can he quickly returned to earth by pointing out that of Rho Lambda Phi fraternity. An INDIVIDUAL HONOR
the WEEKLY tries to acquaint its readers with the major English major, he is presently The main feature of an honor property of others. I say a collec
tive action because a majority '
candidates and issues (and surely they can read), that the sports . editor of the PACIFIC system is the feeling o f honor will always rule when there is
within each individual and the sincere determination among that
week preceding the elections finds the candidates speaking WEEKLY.
In high school Dick was vice pride that goes along with it. Once group.
at rallies and in living groups, that the candidates are living,
president of the student body,
bi eathing human beings who can be seen on campus and fire chief, editor of the school this feeling is attained, it is diffi UP TO STUDENTS
cult to lose. Mental maturity is
who would be glad to talk with anyone who is interested in newspaper, and an editor on the gained by this feeling of honor. The question remains whether
finding out more about them and their stands, and that any yearbook staff. In athletics, he The purpose of an honor code on you, the student body, want it or
student body officer can be called upon to explain, to the m a d e t h e A l l - E a s t e r n S h o r e a n d campus, then, is to help students not. It was felt by the Senate that
the only way to determine his
best of his ability, the issues to be presented. For these non- All-State football teams. As a se mature
nior, he was voted the student
If
infractions
occur
and
are
not
question
was to include it in the
voters, a little self-initiative would go a long way.
"most likely to succeed."
general election. If the general
Third, there are some of the graduating seniors who say,
Dick has also played varsity
opinion is positive, the Honor
I won t be here. Why bother?" These six words revea f o o t b a l l w h i l e a t P a c i f i c , b u t Bible Profs Selected
Committee will continue its op
foresees that, if he does win the
what Pacific has been to them—a stopping-off place,
For Summer School erations to build this honor spirit
necessary inconvenience. It has not become a part of them election, he will be forced to Dr. J. Marc Jantzen, deem of on the campus.
that they will never be able to forget; it has not truly been withdraw in order to attend to the summer session here, has an
the numerous responsibilities ac nounced the names of the instruc
their "alma mater."
corded a PSA president.
tors who will teach Bible classes.
Fourth, and most dangerous, are those who justify their Running for vice-president are Rabbi Bernard D. Rosenberg of Appointment Of Prt>f
negligence by saying, "What difference does it make, any Don Landeck and Calvin Maas. the Temple Israel will conduct Expands History Dept<
Don Landeck, 20 years old, the class in Our Hebrew Heritage;
way?" These are the apathetic ones, the ones who can destroy
Pacific's history and political
whose
home is in Altadena, has Reverend Jack Butler, pastor of
with their indifference the years of work and struggle that
been cheer leader for COP for the Lodi Methodist Church, will science department has been ex
have given us the student government that we have today two years and letter man for the teach Our Christian Heritage; panded by the appointment of DrThese are the ones who will so easily keep student govern Pacific tennis team for two years. and, in the second summer ses Edmund T. Peckham as associate
ment from growing even more. Little do they realize what Don, in 1956, was chairman of sion, Dr. George Goodwin, pastor professor, President Robert EBurns announced last week.
the school would be like without the PSA. Little do they the Homecoming Queen contest of the Stockton Central Metho
Currently an assistant profes
realize that, this year, their vote may swing the pendulum and, the next year, was in charge dist Church, will be teaching sor at Rice Institute in Houstoncourses
in
the
Old
and
New
Testa
of the Homecoming Parade. The
for or against a raise in the PSA card fee to cover the cost vice-presidential hopeful is an ac ments.
Texas, the new teacher is a grad
of a ?\aranjado, for or against a school honor system.
uate of Brown University and
tive member in Omega Phi, hav
Did you fall in any of these categories last year? Are ing been secretary and presently press are Micky Babb, Donna Hud earned advanced degrees, includ
you tempted to offer up any of these excuses this year? being house manager. Don's ma son, and Carrie Jones; while Rod ing his doctorate, at Harvard Uni
jor is commercial art.
Geiman and John Felix are vieing versity.
Think them through and then—see you at the polls?
Dr. Peckham has traveled ex
Calvin Maas makes his home in for the treasurer's position. Rally
Lpdi, but now lives in North Hall commissioner candidates are Fred tensively in all 48 states, Europei
Wes Brown Awarded
Dr. Cassidy Speaks Calvin is active in Chi Rho, Blue Barnes and Dave Towell. Jean northern Africa, Canada, Mexico
Key, the Anderson "Y," Central Periera and Stella Barker are and Hawaii. During World W **
Scholarship To Drew
A t C h a p e l O n M a y 6 Wesley
Fellowship, and the Ex running for 1958-59 social chair I I , h e s p e n t t w o y e a r s i n t h e
Wes Brown, senior at COP, has
Pacific theater as a sergeant wit
" I Find God Through Prayer" ecutive Committee on Religious man.
received a scholarship for gradu is the topic to be discussed by Life on the campus. Calvin re
Class representative candidates a US Army field artillery observe
ate work at the Drew University
tion battalion.
Dr. Arthur Cassidy of the First cently held the position of presi are as follows:
School of Theology in New Jer
dent for the Wesley Fellowship
The historian is a member 0
Senior class — Jerry Gritz, Sue
Congregational Church in Chapel
sey.
Phi Beta Kappa, regional histoid
of California-Nevada Conference Scrivener, and Loretta Hodal.
service May 6. Dr. Cassidy has of the Methodist Church. A preJunior class — Doug Keller, cal and social science society
The $900 scholarship is a yearly
spoken
in
Chapel
previously.
ministerial
major,
Calvin
plans
Janet
Barron, J. Walter Cheney, and the Methodist Church. He h
award given to senior students to
served as president of the facUj_^
the school's seminary.
Under the direction of Dean J. on becoming a Methodist min and Dorothy Busher.
ister.
L1UU dl
at Rice.
AlLc. A
A singer,
olllgci) 11
he a' .i
Sophomore class—Jack Mathis, club
Wes is preparing for the min Russell Bodley, a cappella choir
has
been
president
of
the
Gilb
Candidates for PSA secretary Barbara Butterbaugh, and Ed La uac
I pi^oiucin.
- e istry.
will sing. Manor Hall is to usher. at the time the WEEKLY goes to yeroni.
and Sullivan Society of Houston

EDITORIAL

WHAT IS AN HONOR CODE?

Poge Thrae
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proposition Three In Forthcoming Election
Deals With Revisions In PSA Constitution
By JACK WILLOUGHBY

Chairman, Constitution Revision Committee
proposition Three in the coming elections on May 8 and 9 will
^ that the PSA Constitution and Amendments AS REVISED be
.-footed.
present Constitution was*
tified in 1950 and was in great
Philosophy Institute
0f revision and correction,
j^ause of the many outmoded Summer Program Set
vtails, inaccuracies, and actual
After a decade of operation at
ranges in policy, as well as pracLake
Tahoe, the Philosophy In
' since 1950, it was decided to
jnake the necessary revision to stitute of the College of the Pa
cific will shift to White Sulpher
Iiia( Constitution.
since the Constitution required Springs in Napa County for Its
three-fourth majority of
the 11th annual summer season start
ing June 9.
votes cast in order to be amended,
What Man Can Make of Man"
, is being brought before you in
accordance with that regulation. is the subject of investigation for
The changes made in the revi- the 1958 sessions, according to Dr.
William D. Nietmann, w h o I s
,jon are as follows:
chairman of the COP department
(1) STOCKTON COLLEGE: In of philosophy and founder and
Article III. Section 2, it was sta director of the institute.
ted:
A national panel of 12 leaders
This Association shall be
of thought has been engaged by
authorized to become an inte
Dr. Nietmann to participate in
gral part of any federation of
discussion on the announced sub
the student bodies of the Col
ject. They are selected as a group
lege of the Pacific and Stock
because they represent opposed
ton College.
philosophical positions.
This section was deleted. It
The 1958 panel Includes Paul R.
was put in originally because, In
Pierce, Purdue University; Al1950, Stockton College and COP
burey Castell, University of Ore
were lower and upper division
g o n; Arturo Fallico, S a n J o s e
colleges respectively; n o w t h e y
State; William H. Werkmeister,
are completely separate.
University of Southern Califor
(2) EXECUTIVE BOARD: In nia; Edward J. Carnell, Fuller
Article V, Section 2, c, it stated Theological Seminary; Frank B.
that the Executive Board shall Ebersole, San Jose State; Robert
have the power to:
J. Giguere, St. Patrick's College;
Act In conjunction with a Wifliam Sacksteder, University of
limilar agency from Stockton Colorado; Brother Robert, St.
College as the coordinating Mary's College; Patrick J. Rohody for mutual activities and manell, University of Texas; Ron
Interests.
ald Santoni, COP; and Joseph
This section also was deleted Wall, Alma College.
for the same reason as the first;
Designed for teachers, students,
the preceding paragraph allows and the general public from all
the Board to coordinate among walks of life, the institute probes
"any other college."
basic life problems in terms of the
(3) AMENDMENT II: This questions of those enrolled. Tech
nical knowledge of philosophy is
stated:
This Association shall be not required, and the faculty must
say what it means, In Ameri
authorized to become an in
tegral part of any federation of can," Dr. Nietmann said.
Arranged in several sections,
the student bodies of the Col
lege of the Pacific and Stockton enrollees may attend from five
College upon a three-fourths days to four weeks. From one to
majority of the votes cast at an five units of college credit may be
official election of the Associa earned. Registration for credit is
not required for enrollment, but
tion.
We deleted this section also for the fees are the same.
Complete brochures showing
the same reason.
(4) OFFICERS: In Article IV, time schedules, costs, and accom
Section 1, b, it stated that the modations are available from Dr.
"Ex-Officio officers of the Asso Nietmann.
ciation shall be" (the presidents
of the four classes, of AWS, etc.) MITCHELL NAMED
and
PREXY CANDIDATE
f- President of the Associated
Dr. W. M. Mitchell, professor
Men Students.
Since this office does not exist, o f p s y c h o l o g y a t P a c i f i c , h a s
"or has it ever been filled since been nominated for the presiden
1950, we felt that it was unneces tial position of the California
sary.
State Psychological Association.
The nomination came during
Here, then, are the four changes
,0 be made in our Constitution. the annual convention of the Cali
Many changes also were made in fornia State Psychological Asso
'he By-Laws, but they will be ciation and the Western Psycho
'aken up by the Senate and logical Association in Monterey
last week end. Balloting for the
handled there.
The Senate, on April 28, 1958, office will be conducted by mail.
fussed a recommendation to the
effect that the Revised Constitu*'°h be submitted to a general
S P E C I A L
election for ratification.
1200
Foot Reel, New
1 would like to leave you with
Soundcraft
Recording Tape
'his thought: The PSA Constitu
Regular
$3.50
"on should provide the framew°rk with which the Senate can
S P E C I A L $1-12
operate; it shouldn't have to opLimit 3 rolls to o customer
erate in spite of it.
VOTE "YES" ON PROPOSI
Quality
a

TION THREE.

)ou can't stop people from
''iking, but you can start them.

Recording Service
1217 N. WILSON WAY

Jorda Selects Brown
For "Requiem" Solos
Richard Brown, OOP alumnus,
has been selected by Enrique Jor
da to sing the tenor solo parts In
the Stockton presentation of Ber
lioz' "Requiem." Mr. Arthur Hoiton. choral director, has an
nounced. *
Brown won the assignment af
ter special auditions in San Fran
cisco. The choral parts will be
handled by a 350-voice choir con
sisting of COP. Stockton College,
and Stockton chorale singers.
Advance ticket sales for the
"Requiem," which will be given
on May 11 in the Civic Auditor
ium, have cleared the first big
hurdle, Mr. Holton said. T h e
guarantee of $4000 to the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra
has been reached.
The next ticket sale target is
to cover more than $1000 of local
expenses, Mr. Holton said. After
that, the aim is to add funds to
the J. Russell Bodley scholarship
fund which annually helps sup
port a Stockton College graduate
in the Pacific Conservatory of
Music. A capacity audience would
net up to $1500 for the fund. Mr.
Holton estimates, depending on
just where the local expenses
level off.
Tickets are on sale now at the
Conservatory office and at Stock
ton music stores.

by george.
(Fosel, thct is)

With Pacific Student Association elections coming up next
Thursday and Friday, this column Is making an effort to present
to the students and voters a capsule commentary on the candidates
for PSA president In their own words. In this way. we hope to help
you to get to know the candidates better and be better acquainted
with their qualifications. First of all:
Dick Bate^on. 21, Wilmington, Delaware; English Major.
QUESTION: What makes you think you will be a good president ?
ANSWER: Experience in many fields is undoubtedly one perti
nent criterion which an executive should possess. I have been in
student government In high school and have had a slight taste
of It In college.
,
People many times have asked me where my home is. My home
is here at Pacific. After three years here, I believe I have the spirit
and the willingness to work for a school and its students that I
think a great deal ot
Q. The Job of PSA president entails a representative function
that of the duly elected representative of the entire student Imdy.
Do you feel that you can give equal recognition and service to all
factions of the campus and all Interest groups?
A: I believe that before a person can consider himself a politician
In the strictest sense of the word—it is essential that he is able
to work with and to get along with many different types of individ
uals. Everyone has something to teach us, whether It be good or bad.
With this thought In mind, I would like to attempt to prove
the possibilities for unity and spirit that are very much in evidence
at Pacific.
. ... . .
Q.: One issue In the forthcoming campaign is most likely to
be "Experience." How Important a factor do you feel experience Is?
A.: Experience—if the particular person uses it to his best and
utmost advantage—is undoubtedly very helpful in any field of en
deavor. But in some fields, experience has to be broader, more
diversified. In respect to this particular question, I would have to
say that the ability to get along with the world and with everything
TEACHERS OBTAIN and everyone around you would be more Important.
If one wished to be a vocal soprano and therefore practiced
N E W T A X RELIEF
every day of one's life and finally got the chance to sing at some
The National Education Asso
gala operatic spectacle, this would not mean that one was the best
ciation has announced that teach
. .
ers are to receive a new Income singer in the area.
Q.: One of this columnist's pet peeves Is the apparent lack of
tax relief. This relief was made
strength and force which should seemingly bo Inherent In student
public by the Treasury Depart
government. What arc your thoughts, and. If any, plans along
ment on April 5, liberalizing the
this
line?
deductibility of teachers' educa
A.: Few of us realize the great potential of our student governtional expenses.
.
.
All teachers in private and pub ment.
I like to think of the PSA as a state within a nation; just as a
lic schools, colleges and kinder
state works with and for the good of a nation, so must the PSA
gartens, on administrative staffs
work with and for the good of COP. If this is done, our student
and in classrooms may deduct all
government—like that particular Imaginary state—will assume more
expenses which they have had In
power. A "balance of power" will evolve, and, since the student
furthering their education.
government has, during the last few years, been gradually assuming
These expenses may be de
more power, I believe, because this coming school year will be one
ducted even though they are In
of drastic transition, that the PSA government will be in a particucurred voluntarily a n d e v e n
larly advantageous position to assume more power.
though the courses taken carry
Q.: Do you fed that this election will be a popularity contest
academic credit or result in an
or a chance for the voters to choose the man who will do the besl
increase In salary or promotion.
job In office?
.... ,
A.: I hope that students will consider the candidates ability,
Pacific Philosophy Club Has sincerity, and purpose. To be an appropriate representative of stu
Exchange With St. Mary's dents from all facets of campus life, a PSA officer must possess al
. . .
COP'S Philosophy Club was In three of these qualities.
q.: Apathy in student government seems rather prevalent on
vited to visit St. Mary's College
this campus. If It Is true, and It certainly seems so. that this Is
near Walnut Creek for a philoso
phy meeting with the students
(Continued on page 4)
there on Thursday. April 24.
The topic of discussion was an
article entitled "The Nature of
Knowledge" by William James.
Our 10th Anniversary
Private cars left the Anderson
COME IN MONDAY, MAY 5th
Y at 3 p.m. and returned about
11 p.m. after the informative and
GIFT PRIZES
DEMONSTRATION SPECIALS
successful exchange.
JOIN THE FUN NOON TO 9 P.M.

CELEBRATE with us!!

HALLMARK
MOTHERS' DAY

WANT TO SELL!

Newest
Encyclopedia
Britannica
24 Volumes and Cose,
Atlas and Seven
Language Dictionary
Retails ot $750. Cannot carry
payments—make offer
•
Coll DAVID F. GREENE, Owner
HOward 4-8601 after 5:30 or
David L. Greene, agent, in Rm.
104, Classroom Bldg., Stockton
College.

NER

CARDS

HUNGRY?
Try the END ZONE
Nothing But The Best
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Princeton Downs COP
In West Point Finals
The West Point Invitational De
bate Contest
;
' uaie
boniest was an outstanding
because of the lack of co-ordination between various interest groups example of the ability of the dehow would you plan to unify these groups?
' bate team of COP. The battle
A.: A feeling of unified spirit on the part of all students here was a hard fouSht and strenuous
may be helped somewhat by more social and intellectual events one re<3uirin£ every effort of the
sponsored by the PSA. Of course, this is not the complete answer western division champions, DonTo be more specific, I should point out that the PSA Senate apJ Duns and Dennis Day. Tt was
members could practice and preach a cohesive feeling among all 1" th® f'nalS. that COP was de"
students here.
I feated by Princeton, but only by

I'W,

"Pacific-Hilton," Part One

STREAMLINED NEW DORM
FEATURES COLOR, COMFORT
By MARIAN DUNCAN

"The Pacific-Hilton," so dubbed by a student, opens next
ester. It will be the largest building in Stockton, with 91,002 SqS
feet of floor space, providing housing for 400 women studem
the College of the Pacific.
The Gothic structure, designed-!
'
to fit in with the rest of the camCOP Coed Qualifie
pus architecture in an effort to
Q.: Do you have any final comments you would care to make * SuTh schools as Washington
about the campaign and or the election?
aucn scnoois as Washington reduce its mammoth appearance, In Campana Cont e <
. ,xr. ^ .
State, University of Oklahoma, consists of social rooms, a dining
A.: Win or lose, campaigning for this office has—and will George Washington, Navy of An- hall, guest rooms, two house
Miss Donna Hudson of Eps,
continue to be — fun. It has given me an opportunity to meet napolis, and the University of mothers' apartments, offices, and Lambda Sigma sorority has v
so many more individuals in all walks of life that I might Houston fell victims to the ora six single, two triple, and 194 a College Beauty Queen Conti
otherwise never have met. I should like to look back upon this torical giants of COP.
it was announced recently, j
double bedrooms.
campaign as an unforgetable experience, one in which I knew I was
The effort and determination
Green, cocoa, yellow, blue, and contest, part of a National Colli
up against a very fine politician—in every sense of the word.
exhibited by Duns and Day in this pink-walled rooms — each color Beauty Queen program, was sp
highly regarded national debate in relative position on each of the sored by the Campana Compa
Jack Willoughby, 23, Dharhan, Saudi Arabia; International Re- tournament will not go unnoticed, three floors—will be available for
Miss Hudson received the m
lations Major.
The large and well-established occupancy. Ivory-colored vertical votes from those entered fr.
Q.: What makes you think you will be a good president?
Eastern schools are now well blinds, with drapery cranes to al College of the Pacific. She v
her college among
A.: With my experience as a member of the Senate, I have hadIaware of the fact that the P°ten- low individualizing the rooms represent
group
of
78
schools across t
tlahty
f
the
schools
in
the
West
with
curtains,
will
cover
long,
low
a fine opportunity to observe at first hand the responsibilities and
°
country and has qualified for t
duties of the PSA president. This, combined with my very nature If. pr0gressing towards greater windows.
opportunity to be chosen one
which, I feel, takes great satisfaction in getting things done and|thln^s to come in the near future- STATIONARY FURNITURE
the three Regional College Beat
done well, puts me in a position to be a capable and qualified can
With all furniture in birch (half Queens to be featured in a i
didate for the office of PSA president.
Geology Class Takes the rooms have light birch; half tional advertising program fi
have dark), the Hollywood single Campana make-up.
Q.: The job of PSA president entails a representative function—
Spring Field Trip
beds are the only pieces which
that of the duly elected representative of the entire student body. Do
Saturday morning, 50 students will be moveable. The two deskSaturday
you feel that you can give equal recognition and service to all
of geology will climb aboard
factions of the campus and all interest groups?
dresser arrangements will fit the MISS KNAUF ELECTED
A.: Yes, I most sincerely do. Since I am and have been anlbuse® for their semi-annual geo- slightly different shapes of the TO ASSOCIATION POST
Miss Karolyn Knauf, director
active participant in a representative cross-section of student inter- °By
Jf?' P*— st.ude"ts' r o o m s . O n e a r r a n g e m e n t w i l l
ests, I feel that I can give just recognition and service to all groups, n^sti^
'nS
' place joined dressers in the mid the COP dining halls was elec
W'"
I think also that my record in the Senate has shown that I have
!hepamPus die of one wall with a single mir secretary-treasurer of the Calil
on a
p designed to ac- ror over them and a desk on each nia College and University Ho
displayed no factional favoritism.
I
n . nn.
quaint them with the general out- side. In the other case, each desk ing Officers Association recenl
«*vn?;LnP" w
f
e forthcoming campaign is most likely to be line of California between Stock- dresser set will be placed at the
experience. How important a factor do you feel experience is?
ton and the Coast.
front of the room near the closets
A.: Had I not served on the Senate this past year, in which I
The first stop will be the Mt. In either setting, the beds may Zeta Phi Host To Archai
At Dessert Exchange
underwent an indispensable learning process I do not fool thnt
TI TVOKI
•
,
tnat 1
Djablo mercury mine
wm,
^
t ,
'
near Marsh then be arranged to suit the occu
On Tuesday, April 29, fron
would be qualified for the job of PSA president. Experience in Creek, where mercury is current- pants' desires.
to 8, Zeta Phi played host ai
cer h!dSifVthmtent 1S h0t
°nly determinant of a capable offi- ly being mined and refined. "The
Formica tops will cover both
1S broad®ned to experience with people, I feel principles of this process have
dessert exchange with Archai
tnlt n ™
k
desks and dressers. An additional
h df/
yardstick. I feel my wide range of inter- not changed since the time of the feature of the dressers is their The theme was "What Will I
Doing Twenty Years from Now
ests has brought me in contact with many people, and my experience Romans," states Dr. Sticht.
smooth facing—no knobs or han
along these lines complements my governmental experience.
Near Walnut Creek the group
dies. Asphalt tile floors are to be
Q.. One of this columnist's pet peeves is the apparent lack of will study methods of soil con- i n c o l o r s c o o r d i n a t i n g w i t h t h e
"Y" CHANNEL CRUISE
strength and force which should seemingly be inherent in student servation as applied by the Con- walls.
TICKETS AVAILABLE
government. What are your thoughts and, if any, plans along this tra Costa County Soil ConservaA limited number of tickets i
MORE CLOTHES SPACE
.
,
.
tion District. Soil erosion will be
TT
Closets in the new dorm are to still available for the "Y" chan
V,mg,_J
^"
revised the PSA Constitution, I am quite the principal attraction,
have more clothes space than cruise, Neil Stafford, recreat
familiar with the Senate's powers, which I feel are more than
After lunching in Walnut Creek
present ones, reports Dean Davis, chairman for the organizati
adequate. I feel that the void lies in the absence of one who knows the Kirker Pass coal mining site
as well as having some special has said.
how best to use these powers for the good of the campus as a whole, will be next on the agenda. KirkThe event will take place
features. A raised rod on one end
My experience with the Senate, the students, and the Administration er Pass, located between Walnut
of the closet will provide space Friday, May 23, from 7:30 to
has shown me where best to use and not to use these granted powers. Creek and Antioch, was once the
for longer clothes. A built-in shoe p.m., and there will be 12:45 hoi
Q.: Do you feel that this election will be a popularity contest or richest and most important coal
rack is to be at the bottom of the for freshman girls. Dancing '
a chance for the voters to choose the man who will do the best mining district in California,
closet, and there will be closed der the stars on the deck of t
job in office?
The group will return by way
boat is a highlight of the evenir
storage space at the top.
A.. I feel that the students at the College of the Pacific are of Antioch and Brentwood, hopalong
with free refreshments.
To preserve the walls from at
responsible and mature enough to recognize
that the job of PSA ing to arrive on campus at 4 p.m.
Students desiring to go c
tempts to thumbtack, two bulle
president is a highly important one and that the man they elect I
tin boards, plus a wall length pic purchase their tickets in the
to it must not only be popular, in order to get along with the stu- fi D A H A kA fDIICAnC
ture-holding device, are provided. office for $1.50 pier person.
dents, b u t b e capable o f handling t h e intricate machinery o f student ^ , c ^ Y . c ~
new item in the room is
government.
DISCUSSION TOPIC aAnother
book case with adjustable
Q.: Apathy in student government seems rather prevalent on I
Tf't! C™S^Jing °f shelves, to be placed at the end
FRIDAY
this campus If it is true, and it certainly seems so, that this ^ j^t of a series of "Y^> sponsored of one closet.
Bright coral doors brighten the
Pacific Theatre Production
because of the lack of co-ordination between various interest groups, t o r a n M a y
5 13 and
how would you plan to unify these groups?
meenngs to run May 5 13 and hallways, as well as giving the
North Hall — Tau Kappa K
pa—Manor Hall Exchange
a : My job as Ral,y c„™,ssi.„er has given me an exceUen, '
^'Sfty effect of shortening the long cor
ridors.
Sound-proofing in hall,
9-12 Omega Phi Alpha Plf
"woCdevjT, Zi'd£foS™
"a"
G^ham's apS L toSS ways, baths, and between floors
Dance
dot to r6 r
woZ"
nX
^meansprfbyldent
' 1 whether it is based on
the Chriswould also vest in
the Organizations
Commissioner
which
tian faith or in thp n„rt.or,alitv nf will help to silence the living SATURDAY
he may co-ordinate these various groups.
"
Jf personality of areas. A time-clock will control
Pacific Theatre Production
5
y
the man, the Skeptic and Faith the hallway lights, changing them
9-1 Pan-Hellenic Formal
Q.: Do you have any final comments you would care to make Committee of the 'Y' is conduct- to night lights at a set time.
TUESDAY
inS on May 5 a program designed
about the campaign and/or the election?
Eating facilities, lounges, laun
Zeta Phi-Omega Phi Alpha
A.: I hope that the answers in this column have stimulated to present the picture in favor of dry, and other parts of the new
Exchange
the
le
interest among the readers in both my opponent and myself. I only
gitimacy of his approach, dormitory will be discussed in WEDNESDAY
hope that they pursue even further the question of our qualifications Mel Nickerson, Executive Mana- next week's issue of the PACIFIC
7 PSA Rally-Mardi Gras Que
and capabilities, since the responsibility of decision rests on their ger of tfle Alumni Association, WEEKLY.
Candidates
shoulders.
land
Alfnpil Tfrniic
hairman
and T*)r
Dr. Alfred
Kraus, cchairman
of the physics department at
Pacific, will lead a discussion to
be highlighted by a movie of the
FLOWERS SAY IT BEST. ..
crusade work in New York.
ARCHANJA
OMEGA PHI
f r o m
ITlno., _ T 1 . ^ evanAttacking the large-scale
Archania went over to Zeta Phi
Shelly Manne is reported
to gelistic work of Billy Graham,
for an exchange on Tuesday. The have been a smashing success.
students will discuss Billy Grasetting was 1978, and dessert was
Omega Phi has quite a few ham's work critically on May 13.
served.
activities planned. Among them
Taking up both sides of the
2635 Pacific Ave.
HO 6-4171
AKL
are their Spring Formal, May 17, question, individuals may atAKL announces plans to beau at the Stockton Country Club, tempt to ascertain for themselves
70% Discount On Cash Orders
tify their kitchen; it seems that and the pledge dance to be held I the degree of validity of Grawith presentation of Student Body Card
Epsilon will hash there from May tonight at 8. The theme of the ham's work when they meet on
5 to 9.
pledge dance is "Sand and Sea." |May 19.
,

.. Social Scene

i ': 91|

FRATERNITY NEWS

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP

$oitth Housemothers
Honored At Banquet
The ladies of South Hall hon
ored their housemothers, Mrs.
HeS and Mrs. Hancock, with a
banquet Thursday, April 24, in
dining hall.
Margaret Cake, South Hall
pj^sldent, commented that the
exchange with North Hall, Fri(jay, April 25, was a success. Future plans include a picnic to be
held sometime in May.

Mu Phi Supporting
Chicago Orphanage
To aid the music center of Gadshill Orphanage in Chicago, mem
bers of Mu Phi Epsilon, national
music sorority at COP. are pres
ently selling magazine subscrip
tions and renewals.

me/?,r

"SPRING PREMIERE" PAN-HELL THEME;
TOMORROW NIGHT PLEDGES PRESENTED

Anyone wishing to support this
worthy cause can see Sheryl Pick
ering at South Hall.

flDALINE'S
WISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES

Tomorrow night, Pan-Hell will present their pledges at the
semi-annual Pan-Hellenic Formal. Pledges and members of Alpha
Theta Tau, Epsilon Lambda Sigma, and Tau Kappa Kappa and
their dates will attend various house dinners before the dance.
"Spring Premier" is the themeof the dance, and the decorations
will be based on X h e Academy
Awards Program. Each pledge
will be introduced publicly to the
active members of Pan-Hell.
At their weekly meeting last
The dance will be held at the w e e k , t h e A p o t h e r e t t e s h a d a s
Officers Club from 9 until 1 and their guest Mrs. Kruger, a phar
is open only to members and macist living in Stockton. She
pledges of Pan-Hell and their spoke on how pharmacy pertains
dates.
to women of the past and present
Alpha Thete is in charge of re and on the attitude toward wo
freshments and clean-up, while men pharmacists.
Epsilon is taking care of the bids
The organization is also work
and chaperones. Tau Kappa Kap ing on the decorations for the
pa is responsible for the theme annual Awards Banquet for the
and decorations.
student branch of the American
Pharmaceutical Association. They
her present ones: she is a new will be hostesses for the banquet.
Zeta Phi pledge.
Also on the busy calendar is a
As one might guess from her tea that will be held in May. It is
major, Marilyn is very Interested a get-together with wives of the
in sports. Her favorites include men in Phi Delta Chi.
swimming, basketball, badmin
ton, and tumbling. She also en
joys classical music and photo Alpha Thetes, Phoos
graphy. Reading is another one of Swim After Exchange
her favorite pastimes, and she
A good time was had by all at
enjoys both fiction and non-flction. Marilyn has as another one the exchange between Alpha
of her goals to teach in Europe Thete and Omega Phi last Wed
someday, as she likes to travel nesday evening, April 30. The
exchange began with a dinner
very much.
Marilyn is starting out as an held at Omega Phi. Both pledge
ambitious freshman and will classes provided entertainment.
The exchange concluded with a
probably go on to see many of
her goals and dreams realized be swimriting party ,at Sid Marden's
cause of her willingness to work pook
hard. Congratulations, Marilyn,
The fly that buzzes the loudest
on your well-deserved honor as
usually gets swatted first.
Woman of the Week.

WOMAN PHARMACIST
APOTHERETTE GUEST

Dear Addy,
AWS offices and didn't get any
I was out of town for Women's where. I wanted Knolens so bad
Day. What happened during the "I could taste It." And most of
day anyhow?
all I wanted to get in "Who's
Sam
Who." I don't know what to do.
Dear Sam,
I'm the best worker this school
This is for women only, Sam ever had. Can you suggest any
but since you seem so interested thing, kid?
It is a day for honoring the wo
Really Sharp
men on campus. You recognize Dear Really Sharp?
them by the dark skirts and white
You wanted "Who's Who?"
blouses. Yesterday at 11 was the Why don't you try to get in "What
By CAROLINE JAMIESON
Convocation. The speaker was Is It?"
Mrs. Stuart Anderson, whose talk
W e s t Hall's Marilyn Austin
was enjoyed by all. The climax AD LIBS:
steps into the spotlight this time
of the day was the Women's Day
It could be that our little as Woman of the Week.
Banquet, where the new AWS of school has finally quieted down
Marilyn 16 a high freshman
ficers were presented, Spurs and just a little. Well, yes, It's about
Knolens were tapped, entertain' time! . . . Last Friday night girls from Newport Beach, California.
ment was given, and the out all over campus were parading At the present, she is planning to
standing senior woman was an around in red and white shortie teach high school physical educa
nounced. Then installation of the pajamas and night caps and rid tion. After she has received ex
n e w o f f i c e r s t o o k p l a c e i n t h e ing on the fire truck on their way perience in that field, she would
like to go on to do student per
Chapel.
to the ever-popular Archite
sonnel work In a high school or
pledge dance . . . Tonight it will
college. Her ultimate goal is to
Dear Addy,
be beachcombers on their way to
Wharis the other big activity the pledge dance at Omega Phi. be a dean of women at either
of the spring semester besides . . . Don't forget that petitions for a high school or a college.
Band Frolic?
Marilyn has wasted no time in
PSA offices must be in Dean
Red Hot
Betz's office this afternoon at 5 becoming an active participant In
Dear R.H.,
o'clock. Elections will be held on many of COP's organizations.
The other activity you must be May 8 and 9. There will be a She has been a West Hall repre
referring to is the really big Leadership Conference for all sentative for the WRA board this
year, and in this organization she
extravaganza, Mardi Gras. The candidates on May 2 and 3 .
celebration goes on for a whole Visiting parents, as well as stu was in charge of the volleyball
week, climaxing with the huge dents, enjoyed "Remarkable In tournament. As a representative
Mardi Gras Ball in the Civic cident at Carson Corners" and to the AWS board for West Hall
Auditorium. Last year one of the Sorry, Wrong Number" last this year, she has been on many
big treats was the girls football week end. There's still time to various committees. The Rally
K&me. i do not know if they will see these productions this week Committee is also on her list of
rePeat it again this year. There
end, both nights . . . Parents' Day many activities. Just recently
Marilyn added a new activity to
lust isn't any good place to have was obviously a big success .
"> unless they put it on in the The gentlemen of North Hall gave
dining room of the new dorm. The their nicest tea for several years
Same last year was quite rough, last Sunday . . . Omega Phi is to
and many girls were hurt. The be congratulated on the idea of
dance is lots of fun. Here, the bringing Shelly Manne and his
Queen is chosen with her court; group to COP. Everyone thor
and, of course, there is the ugly oughly enjoyed the evening's en
man contest to pick the ugliest
tertainment . . . Pan-Hell formal
them all. There are different is tomorrow night . . . Omega
booths around the dance floor; it's Phi-Alpha Thete exchange was
lust like a carnival. And there are Wednesday at Omega Phi . . .
Prtaes for the best costumes, also. Another intelligent young man
• 'f you're looking for fun, don't about campus has been chosen
reiss any of the events of Mardi for this week's Man of the Week.
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Gras.
*
It's friendly Ron Loveridge, who
OR ADDING MACHINE
is known for his work on the"
BY THE WEEK, MONTH,
^ar Addy,
Senate as sophomore representa
OR QUARTER...
I m a senior now, and I have tive, for his ability and talent in
nothing to show for all the work the speech department, and for
Ve done. I tried to get in Spurs, his quiet and calm display of
. . . All Mokes and Models . .
but couldn't. I ran for PSA and emotions on the tennis court.
If you decide to purchose a

WOMAN
OF
THE WEEK

re iu

Have Your Own Charge Account — It's Easy — Ask Us!

-Oh.

1700 Pacific Ave.

©

o

<V\

TAKE IT EASY!

<6

<3,

•>

chemise pump

c

I
' i :

new or used machine the rental
up to three months will be opplied on the purchase price.

WEDDING IN THE OFFING?

I'l

We will be happy to slxrw you our complete selection

wm

°f invitations and announcements, from the modestly
priced to the very finest engraved.

THE BOOKMARK

2l°3

PACIFIC AVE.

HO 6-980J

— FREE PARKING —

Sanfloatpun
BUSINESS MACHINES
114 N. California St.

White Kid
Faille collar & bow

Phone HO 5-5881

17.95

Open Thursday 'til 9 P.M.

'

Park Free — Spacious — Convenient — Open Mondays Till Nine

El
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COP FOOTBALL PRACTICE NOW UNDER WAY
REPORTERS: Dick Bass, Sal Cortes,
Dave Davis, Ken Flaig, M a u r i c e
Jones, Gary Kaufman, Paul Kaufman.
Dave Klurman, Jack Marden, 013
Murchison, Bob Nielebeck, Dave Towell.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Bob Sweet
EDITOR
..
Dick Bateson

THE PACER
By Jack Marden

"OFFSEASON TRAINING"

MversCtX«
°V%.^^ °eft fore^ound) ** Head Tiger mentor Jack "MooseMyers talks to his newly assembled Bengal gridders.
e Pa"!fiC fo«tballers will hold their drills every afternoon - Monday to and including Sat1Ir. v^ .
season «teh hvTh
* m°nth ** °rder to ready them for their tou^h schedule next
season which, by the way, opens with the always potent California Bears.
—Photo by Bob Sweet

Baseball Ends

A-l Cleaners' Mystery
Tiger Of The Week

By BOB NIELEBECK

The COP baseball season ended
last week on a happy note as the
Bengal Tigers swept a pair of
games from their opponents of
the University of Nevada, 4-2 and
10-6.

SWIM
NEWS
By DAVE TOWELL

The athlete who is interested
in improving himself and re
cording times which e q u a l
world's top performances in
track and field must follow some
standard phases which will help
make his ambitions come true.
The phases which are pre
scribed for the athlete during his
off season (which is a necessary
conditioning period) are: (1)
easy running, a cross country program which is free from
tension of competition and is also enjoyable; and (2) walking, wh
is a very good exercise. Besides taking every opportunity foi
brisk walk that presents itself during the day, a trackman sho
try to get in three to five-mile training walks during his non-runni
days (which usually equal two to three a week). A third phi
would be plain exercise; however, he must realize that "the b
exercise for running is running itself."
The athlete should consider himself in training the whole y<
throughout; his out-of-season training should, of course, be co
paratively light and free from the nervous strain of competith
the aim being to maintain a basic state of physical fitness a
gradually to improve strength, endurance, and suppleness so tl
he can pass quite naturally on to the more strenuous activiti
during the track season.

The first game was won by frosh Seniors Don Smith, Roger Mocatcher HAP VASCONI as he reau, Pete Wallace and Chris DAVE TOWELL IN MEDLEY
In the last article I stated that Dave Towell might make t
slashed a game-winning, pinch- Greene were in their last college
distance
medley relay team. Well, if you've seen him lately, yoi
hit single in the top of the eighth meet against Stanford last week,
inning with the score tied at 2 It is somewhat pointless to give know. Dave, who led off the relay team with a 440 was doing gre
apiece. His single drove home the score (COP lost 61-25) because and I mean great, but alas, all energy, ambition, and coordinati
men from second and third base. the Tigers went into the water a left our straining Tiger, and after 420 yards he gave in—a brea
Earlier in the game BOB SART- bit undermanned. To be exact taking four-point landing! If he would have finished, it would ha
WELL hit his first homer of the the egg heads from Palo Alto been his best effort of the year. Or was it anyway?
season.
brought 20 men, including Robin VICTORY!
The sprint relay team ran to two victories as predicted—and
Sometime tomorrow, BILL
The Bengal Tigers closed then- Moore, who holds the world's
VON HOORBECK, A-l's cam
season with a record of seven record in the 100 yard free style very stylish fashion, too, as they were not pushed in either evei
pus representative, will tele
wins and eight losses. The home- at 4819 seconds, to swim against The winning times were 43.0 in the 440 yard relay and 1:30.6 in t
phone one of the COP living
880.
run "king" was speedy DICK only nine Tigers.
groups; whoever answers the
STORMS' LEAP NOT ALLOWED
call will have one chance to
BASS with three round-trippers
Ed Hinshaw won the 440 yard
At Reno, Nevada, where the last Tiger meet was held, the fir
identify correctly the Mys
to his credit, and the batting king free style and was second only to
tery Athlete. Other living
recording
in the broad jump did not list JIM STORMS in the t
was handsome ED SOWASH, Robin Moore in the 220 yard
groups will be telephoned if
with a respectable .352 average. race. Roger Moreau took second three places. However, "Leaping Jim" uncorked a jump of 23 fe
the previous contestants an
which approaches the COP record of 23 feet, 7 inches. There w
swer incorrectly.
The batting averages:
in both the 50 and 100 yard free
The wining prize will be
Ed Sowash
352 style, while Chris Greene came no slip up; it was a matter of what they call a "crowhop" (jump"
the contestant's purchases of
Bob Sartwel
333 in second and third in the 200 beyond the foul line)—and Jim did just that by one gigantic ING
the preceding week — free of
Roland
Rutter
333 yard breast and butterfly respect
charge!
had some good matches, winnii
Tom Flores
300 fully. Kelly Kjelden placed third
Can YOU identify our COP
Bob Loureiro
278
and
losing some close ones. <
tiger?
in the 200 yard back stroke and
Dick Bass
265
course
in some matches the Tige
Don Smith stroked in third in the
Bob Mazzuca
254 100 yard free style.
7T7
were way out-classed by some e
Jim Hombs
214
ceptionally sharp tennis squa^
By SAL CORTES
In the diving department Pete
Bert Mantelli
200
"Daddy"
Wallace
turned
in
his
Rookie DICK WALSH, numb
Hap Vasconi
154
Pacific's tennis squad ended
usual fine show and finished their season last Friday by losing one man on the squad this ?el
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
Chuck Felice
080
Gary Hubb
—063 first. Up and coming Tiger diver an 8-1 match to the San Francisco faced all the number one opP
Jim Millar took third. Harold Rob Gators. Thus the overall record
inson placed a bit out o f the for the Bengal netters for the '58 nents throughout the season a"
money
against Stanford, but he season was three wins and seven improved as the season Pr
S O F T B A L LS
f r o m $ 1 . 4 5 should be
back strong next year. losses.
gressed. DON LANDECK, a th*
Waterpolo star John Felix also The Tigers' three wins were year letterman, DAVE WOHLG'
BATS
f r o m 2 . 8 5 placed just short of the cash against the Cal Aggies, St. Marys, MUTH and HONG JEUNG al;
a g a i n s t t h e I n d i a n s , b u t h e a d and the University of San Fran turned in an overall good sea-1.
SOFTBALL MITS
f r o m 7 . 9 5 s w i m m i n g c o a c h K j e l d s e n h a s cisco.
WOHLGEMUTH AND
great plans for John next year in
JEUNG LOST
both waterpolo and swimming.
MORETTI PRAISED
11.00
TRACK SHOES
The squad will lose
Even though the COP swimmers SQUAD
All sizes
only won four of ten meets, we COACH MEL MORETTI praised number two man, and Wo
here at Pacific should be proud of the performance of the entire muth, number five man,
them because of the job they did squad, stating that the netters graduation this year. Retu f
will be three promising "evv ^
against such great odds. Most of
ers
on the squad this year" jj
the teams to face the Tiger pool first places at the Davis Relays.
Hoelsken, Richard Devan
Walt
Culbertson,
Don
Smith,
Rog
men
this
year
had
from
20
on
up
0HH * SPORT SHOP
o n t h e i r s q u a d s . S o m e o f t h e er Moreau and Ed Hinshaw won freshmen), and Kirk Scheuf^
'fpt JJtoim mJu> Jmmmnd Htm
brighter days around the pool the 800 yard event and Chris junior, along with Walsh' ^
this spring were the wins over St. Greene, along with Smith, Moreau deck, and Ron Loveridge ^ ^
HO 2-4545
2014 Pacific Ave.
Mary's 78-8, Fresno 50-36, San and Hinshaw, won the 400 yard also was a strong competjt0
year, according to MorettiFrancisco State 59-22, and the two relay race.

CLEANERS

COP Racket Men
End Racketeering
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Marly Browning
Block P Queen
/Safeson

The Pacific Block P Society
has selected from six lovely can
didates, enchanting freshman
TO A TRUE SPORTS ENTHUSIAST
beauty MARTHA ELIZABETH
BROWNING to reign as their
j see a wonderfully calm and peaceful scene. It is the
queen. "Marty," who hails from
0ur Rock Hall Beach summer home.
' lam looking through a wall of clear, clean glass, and the sunset San Fernando, is also a real lover
responsible for the mysterious-looking shades of light that are of the outdoors, as one may as
sume because of her beautiful
fining inf> the room.
Every so often, a seagull flies by, and below me the water tan. She resides in South Hall.
pies lazily- The tide comes up to and over the sand, alternately
and out, in and out . . .
What a beautiful scene, what a beautiful world—a wonderful t' „
,0rld'

•

•

•

DICK BASS

The right and most effective
*ay to look at the Negro's rela
tionship to American athletics is
to consider it not as an isolated
*ce matter and minority group
icern, but rather in the conxt of
the whole American
P°rt. Thereupon one inevitably—
rightly—becomes involved
'th the history and fortunes of
th the majority and the minorgroups. These fortunes are
ot separate, nor can they be seprately evaluated or understood,
ey overlap and interlock as,
r°ugh successive generations,
0 lives of
the Negroes and
ltes are intermingled.
, Even more so
" toe last few
ears, We have
"ch Negro
eats ^ the
lo„
ollowing: j
oe
- Boxg'Jesse Owen
, ack. Jackie Robinson—BaseDon Barksdale—Basketball,
v ese are just a few that have
3ve ^ t'le Negro population to
and to eat much better.

t°UTis

j1;11 the "breaking of the ice"
tier h men menti°ned above,
e as been opened new fields.
e ^
cteas e £r o minority has in•hr, '' a steP or two ahead of
13ast, to its significant and
0 'e position at the center of
" lca's struggle for the full de

fc

KENNETH

FLAIG

QUESTIONS

1. What great pass-catcher for
the 49ers football team is thinking
of leaving football for basketball?
2. Who is currently leading in
the Pancho Gonzales a n d L e w
Hoad tennis series?
3. Who had the leading batting
average on the Pacific baseball
team?
4. What kind of a car does Ed
Schwartz have?
5. Who will replace Sid Hall as
coach of the Pacific varsity base
ball team next year?
. 6. Where will Sid Hall coach
next year?

ANSWERS

1. R. C. Owens
2. Pancho Gonzales
3. Ed Sowash, with a .352 mark.
Bob Sartwell and Roland Rutter
tied for second, each with aver
ages of .333.
6. Assistant football at Oregon
4. 1958 Impala
University
5. Chuck Chatfield

/ '
WHO'S THE

Miss Browning's court includes
five more sweet and very beauti
ful feminine specimens i n t h e
persons of: CAROL BLACKHAM
of Tau Kappa; KAREN CANDINI from Manteca; and BECKY
•
•
•
OHRT, SUE TALBOT, and GAIL
I think of Pa and his boat, the "LACA." It really is a good MANNING.
name for a boat — "LACA" is derived from the first letters of the
phrase "Leave All Cares Ashore."
As the sunset ceases and darkness settles all around me, I know
that I am a sports enthusiast, whether I am actually participating
or just merely watching. After all, isn't a beautiful sunset from
the second floor of a bay shore dwelling a form of sport?
All this I see through my ears, my nose, and my mere imagina
tion.
No, blindness really isn't so bad after all ... I am still a sports
enthusiast.

By

By

^

my acquaintances just can not see why I am such a
,reat sports enthusiast. They probably think that the fact that I
!0w have a great physical handicap would make me bitter towards
sports, but they are wrong.
I see Pa steering his cruiser up the channel. He and his business
associates have just passed through the Indian River Inlet, the
.jet which opens the Bay of Rehoboth to the waters of the Atlantic.
If my sunburn wasn't so bad I could have been in that boat
with Pa and his friends. I could have protected Pa from Crayton—
he's an insurance man who is continually attempting to sell policies—
everything from life to corporation insurance. But most of all, I
wish I could have been with Pa so that I could help him pull in
jU (?) those fish we usually catch together at "N" buoy. Fishing
really is a fine sport.
I reach over and turn on the ship-to-shore hook-up and talk
the usual with Pa: "How many fish didja catch?" or "Yea, Mom
has supper waiting for you."
After a period of time, Pa gets tired of conversing with me, sc
I say "goodbye," turn the knob of the transoceanic radio, and stop
when I hear some very relaxing music. It happens to be of the
classical variety from London that fits in nicely with the particular
mood that I am in.
Some of

The Negro In
U.S. Athletics

TIGER TEST

MAN
IN THE
BRAVO &McKEEGAN
MAKAHAS?

velopment of the tradition o f
freedom. For the care of the issue
is wherever undemocratic incon
sistencies exist.

Meet Coach-Trainer Mel MoretA review of the athletic status ti, whose tennis squad just ended
of the Negro and of the historical their season. Moretti Is now busy
steps in its progressive improve as the grid team's trainer.
ment is without doubt the most
accurate way to determine t h e
achieved realizations and to fur
ther project democracy among us
in any field.
Swim Meet-

INTRAMURALS

PSA ELECTIONS
MAY 8-9

May 8-9
Track MeetMay 12-13

Attention Prospective Rhizites
••
The Third and Final Indoctrination
Meeting Sponsored by the

RHO LAMBDA PHI
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
will be held at Rhizomia at 7:30 p.m.
next Thursday, May 8th

• •
Be a part of Rhizomia's Centennial
Celebration in J 958

"Boom with Rhizomia"

by

BALBOA
It's Don Smith . . .
Capt. of the C.O.P.
swim team and
president of
Omega Phi .. .
and he's wearing an
ideal short for
swim, boat or
water ski—the
Makaha by Balboa.
Available in tan,
white, red
and black.

5.95
Shirt by McGregor
also 5.95

%mvo i

313-321 E. Main

HOward 4-7316
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PACIFIC THEATRE ENDS YEAR
WITH TWO EXCELLENT SHOWS
By TOM CLOUD

Pacific Theatre, under the talented and capable handling of
COP's Director DeMarcus Brown, presented last week end two
exceptional and highly intriguing short plays, both of which have
enough elements of suspense in them to keep the audience in a state
of perpetual concern and interest for two hours.
"SORRY" NOT SORRY

SUPERSTITIOUS?
OF COURSE NOT!
By LINDA McKINNON

, "Of Course Not!" is the title
which Grace Clyde Andrews gave
to her short verse which implies
the attitude of most people to
the admittance t o superstition
Men and women alike seem to
possess a superstition of one kind
or another. Sometimes they term
it "good" or "bad" luck—but it
is still superstition.
Webster defines superstition as
any belief or attitude that is in
consistent with the known laws
of science or with what is gen
erally considered in the particular
society as true and rational." The
Latin derivation superstitio
meant an excessive fear of the
gods. And from "gods" to "luck,"
the word has kept primarily the
original meaning.

FROM WHERE I SIT
By BERSI

It happens every spring, and
morrow it will happen again, right
schedule. "Official" campaigning
next week's PSA elections will
Banners will fly, posters will be pi
ered everywhere, and all kinds of na
less gimmicks will be floating ab<
not to mention eager candidates.

"Sorry Wrong Number" stars SUPPORTING CAST GOOD
Lyime Waterman, who does nothBuck Townsend gave one of the
ing short of an excellent portrayal
This seems to re-occur every ye
of a hypochondriac who for 12 finest performances I have ever
and, being human, we naturally tend to take it in stride withou
years has been confined to her seen him do on stage. Jean Avery,
second thought. And that's where trouble begins. Not giv
bed, with the implication that she with her captivating personality,
something like an election a second thought usually means to for
did
equally
well
as
Townsend'!
is a "blankety old blank" t h a t
it, or worse — say, like not even bothering to vote.
would drive any man to murder. wife and mother of the dead boy.
With the foregoing lead-in, I suppose I could expound all 0
Special
recognition
goes
to
Gail
Lynne builds up most success
the place on the virtues of getting out the vote. I -won't. 0g(
fully a state of anxiety, fear, lone Manning, who again shows versa
Nash said it better when he wrote:
liness, and helplessness through tile talent on Pacific stage. As the
"They have such refined and delicate palates,
out the entire play, showing her defense attorney for Kovalesky,
That they can discover no one worthy of their ballots
the
janitor,
she
holds
the
attention
remarkable insight into her char
And then when some one terrible gets elected
acter analysis of Mrs. Stevenson. of her audience unrelentingly.
They say, There, that's what I expected!"
She makes it unavoidable for her Rick Falk, as the doctor who was
Yep, election day is a holiday—for all except the voters.
audience not to experience t o too busy listening to a baseball
ITEM ONE — All the sorority pledges look quite prim ;
some degree or other the poignan game, to attend the dying boy,
pretty. Orchids to the members who finally put knee socks on i
cy of her fine acting interpreta does a superb job of convincing BAD LUCK
Alpha Thete pledges. Very nice, now.
acting.
Common superstitions usually
tion.
ITEM TWO — A tip to the Omega Phi who owns the "Gr<
Others in the cast who were result in "bad luck." Common to
Latrine." From the rumblings heard on campus, You Auto Buy Nt
extremely good were Gerry Ken- t h i s b e l i e f i s t h e a t t i t u d e t h a t
AUDIENCE "PUTTY"
When Lynne lets out with a non, Pat Cornell, Paul Kaufman, walking under a ladder will bring
piercing, heart-rending, and cred Katy Hollis, Bob Doyle, Suzanne, *bad luck" or unfortunate cir
ible scream, the audience is ac Salback, Ted Gurich, Marie Siroy, cumstances. How many people
tually "putty" in the hands of the Wayne Elbee, Ann Windweh who fail to admit to this attitude
actors on the stage (which is one Sandy Willard, Roy Ryan, Don avoid ladders? Several other
of the finest tributes an actor Osborn, Janet Johnston, Donna well-known superstitions include
could desire). When the curtain Farber, Pam Derby, Jan Gaston, bad luck as a result of two people
By SUE SCRIVENER
falls, no one escapes the impact Richard Harrison, Dennis Levitt, walking on opposite sides of a
Next year when school begins, a blood drive will also bej
of emotions that this mystery- Roger Moreau, and Fred Vailer,
lamp post or telephone pole, etc. which is an annual program sponsored by the Elks of San Jc
thriller and its actors have built
The remedy is usually the auto who work through the various colleges and universities in this an
SPECIAL NOTE
up and presented most uniquely
matic comment "bread and but
This program includes not onlyf
OF PRAISE
to its viewers.
ter" — a few words intended to a drive for blood, but also a plan directed by two general chairm
The
technical
end
of
these
two
The supporting acting is ex
productions went off as smoothly block off "bad luck." Spilling salt, for education. Each day, with the in cooperative efforts with t
tremely well done. The telephone
as
"clock-work." Curt E n n e n breaking mirrors, putting gar increase of our population and the student body president and a f;
operators (Ellie Niles, Kathy Mor
ments on backwards or inside out threats of war, there is a greater ulty adviser. These people,
rison, Mary Beth White, and Jean COP's technical director for thea —all have their curious results. and greater demand for blood.
turn, will work with our lot
tre, is responsible for this. Tricia
Avery), with their impersonal
Friday the 13th is always a day With this increase i n demand Elks Club and with the lot
Beattie
did
a
tremendous
job
on
voices of "Your call, please," do
devoted to caution—practiced or comes the increase in responsibil blood banks. Also, here on cat
their job very realistically. Their the backstage handling of light celebrated by both believers and ity for us, as students in Cali
pus many students will be ask
ing. An estimated 72 hours were
indifference to this woman's
non-believers!
fornia's colleges, to learn of the to help in participating by ma
spent
on
the
preparation
of
this
plight (she is on the verge of be
value and use of blood.
ing posters and providing inft
one phase alone. Julie DeVecchio GOOD LUCK
ing murdered) is almost nerveGood luck" also may be found COMPETITIVE PROGRAM
mation to the newspapers, rad:
was stage manager, and it goes
wracking in itself.
and television.
without saying that with such a by being superstitious. Many
In
order
to
stimulate
an
inter
A final word of special praise
large cast she had her hands full. people carry charms or rabbit's est among college students, the
COP has not participated i
is to be awarded to Rick Falk,
The Pacific Weekly editor will feet to encourage their luck . . . San Jose Elks Club has organized this competitive program in pi
and Paul Kaufman. Although
shoot me if I make this review entertainers are mostly recog this program on a competitive ba vious years, but we are hoping
they both had small roles, they
any longer, so I just want to urge nized for carrying good luck sis. At the end of the school year put the program in full swing f
did extremely well.
e v e r y o n e t o a t t e n d e i t h e r t h i s pieces to insure a good perform a trophy valued at $1500 is given next year. Much work is neede
"INCIDENT" IS REMARKABLE evening's or tomorrow night's ance. Another means of acquir t o t h e w i n n i n g s c h o o l . T h i s i s but for such a worthwhile can
"The Remarkable Incident At performances. Curtain time is ing "good luck" is by finding known as the Selah Pereira we are sure that the students
Carson Corners" is the surprise of 8:30 p.m. Admission is free with certain items, such as four-leaf Award. It is given in honor of a COP will be eager to do all th(
clover, a pin, and shiny new coins. beloved member of the San Jose can to make it a big success.
the evening! The play, when first PSA cards.
A little - known superstition Elks Club and outstanding leader
told to me, sounded composed of
which is quite gainful is cutting in his community who passed
high-schoolish material. Instead,
New Book Gives Info fingernails on Monday, because away because of lack of blood "Y" Elections Soon;
in typical Reginald Rose fashion,
Candidates Apply
the story builds to a peak of pro About Study Abroad the participant is supposed to re after he underwent major sur
vocative accusation—pointing a
ceive money—try it?
gery.
This
resulted
even
after
"Y" elections are coming 1
Over 75,000 international schol
finger of guilt for the death of a
friends
and
admirers
gave
a
s
CONVERSATION
TOPICS
soon,
and all students who wou
arships and fellowships offered by
high school boy to many persons
Superstitions — strange and much as 25 pints of blood in ef like to serve as officers, com®
governments, universities, fpundirectly and indirectly involved.
tee chairmen, or committee md
dations, and other institutions in curious beliefs that they are — forts to save his life.
In fact, the audience itself can
The rules for competition state bers to improve some aspect (
83 countries are listed by UNES often provide a topic of conversa
1
not help feeling the force this
CO in its latest edition of "Study tion. But whether you believe in that the award will be given to campus life are urged to apply
story has upon their own con
the
university
or
college
which
them or not — just try feeling
the "Y," Tom Clagett, head <
Abroad."
sciences.
This total compares with 15,000 'lucky" after a black cat has has accomplished an over-all pro the "Y," has said.
Students are urged to rem*®
RICH EXCELLS
s c h o l a r s h i p s a n d f e l l o w s h i p s run across your path on Friday gram of public information, of
publicity, of education, of promo ber that the "Y" is run by 31
Rich Cline is to be commended listed in the first edition pub the 13th!
Miss Andrews' verse sums up tion, and of blood recruitment of for the students. It is a stud#
highly for his mastery of his role. lished in 1948. It includes fellow
the
belief very cleverly in a few volunteer activities over a period organization and can be whatt
As the simple, uneducated, yet ships newly awarded by the Sov
beginning in October and ending the students make it. All in'e
loveable janitor, Rich does a tre iet Union, Ethiopia, Ghana, Para words—
in
April.
ested persons should see To!
»_
"Black
cat,
cross
my
path,
for
I
mendous job of understanding guay, and Saudi Arabia.
1^
Clagett
or
Don
Duns,
"Y"
P
COP
JOINS
EFFORT
"Fear
not
old
Superstition's
and playing this somewhat diffi
The book has information on
The
program
on
campus
will
be
dent.
^
lie—
cult characterization. His bewild opportunities for foreign study,
"But, just the same,
erment, when first accused of including complete details on each
I'm glad I saw
murder, then his anger seem so award: where to apply, who is
"Two white toes
natural; and Rose, the playwright, eligible, field of study, length of
WASHING
on your left front paw!"
as usual inevitably goes to the course, amount of award, etc.
aid of the "underdog" in t h i s
For the interest of teachers and
Special Attention To All
world of rashness and unsympa professors, the chapter on oppor on 50 organizations in 50 counthetic tendencies. Yet, toward the tunities for teaching abroad has either to foreign students coming
Students Cars
close of the performance, man's been expanded. In addition to re to their countries or their own
better side illuminates the scene. porting one-year exchange pro nationals wishing to study abroad
'PICK-UP and DELIVERY SERVICE"
It is practically impossible to grams, it now indicates the re and on matters such as suitable
pick out any one person and give quirements for obtaining appoint academic institution, cost of liv
him the full credit for this play's- ments for longer periods in coun ing, tuition fees, procedures for
entertaining success. There were tries requiring the services of for securing entrance to universities,
many good parts enacted. There eign teachers.
etc.
were, however, a few weak per
"Study Abroad" is available
A chapter on organizations of
HOward 2-9j
EL DORADO at ADAMS
formers; but their weaknesses fering advisory services to per from the Unesco Publications
S T O C K T O N
were minor in comparison to the sons wishing to plan a period of Center, 801 Third Avenue, New
excellence of the rest of the cast. study abroad gives information York 22, New York, at $2.50.

COP PLANS TO COMPETE
IN ELKS CLUB BLOOD DRIVE

LUBRICATION

GUBBINS TEXACO SERVICE

